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Abstract

We report modeling results for electron cloud buildup in
the ILC damping ring lattice design. Updated optics, wig-
gler magnets, and vacuum chamber designs have recently
been developed for the 5 GeV, 3.2-km racetrack layout. An
analysis of the synchrotron radiation profile around the ring
has been performed, including the effects of diffuse and
specular photon scattering on the interior surfaces of the
vacuum chamber.

DESIGN OF THE DTC03 LATTICE

The racetrack layout for the 3238-m circumference ILC
damping ring design has recently been updated, and is
now referred to as the DTC03 lattice. The 100-m-long RF
straight can accommodate as many as 16 single-cell cav-
ities and the 226-m wiggler straight up to 60 superferric
wigglers [1]. The baseline design (26-ms damping time
and 5-Hz operation) requires 8 cavities with total acceler-
ating voltage of 14 MV and 54 2.1-m-long wigglers with
1.51-T peak field. To run in the 10-Hz mode, the wig-
glers operate at 2.16 T in order to cut the radiation damp-
ing time in half, and the accelerating voltage is increased
to 22.4 MV with 12 cavities to preserve the 6-mm bunch
length. The 339-m phase trombone, in the same straight,
consists of five six-quadrupole cells and has a tuning range
of ±0.5 betatron wavelengths. The opposite straight in-
cludes injection and extraction lines, and the 117-m-long
chicane for fine adjustment of the revolution period. The
range of the chicane is±4.5 mm with negligible contri-
bution to the horizontal emittance. The arc cell is a sim-
ple variation of a TME-style cell with a single 3-m bend,
three quadrupoles, one focusing and two defocusing, for a
total length of 9.7 m. There are 75 cells in each arc.The
dynamic aperture including magnet multipole errors and
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misalignments, and wiggler nonlinearities, is large enough
to accept the phase space of the injected positrons, de-
fined so thatAx + Ay < 0.07 m-rad (normalized) and
∆E/E ≤ 0.075% [2].

VACUUM CHAMBER DESIGN

A conceptual design of the vacuum chambers for the
ILC positron damping ring has been completed in prepa-
ration for the ILC Technical Design Report. The design
incorporates mitigation techniques in each magnetic field
region to suppress the buildup of the electron cloud (EC) in
the vacuum chambers of the ring. The mitigation meth-
ods were selected based on the results of an intense re-
search effort conducted as part of the ILC Technical De-
sign program [3]. The vacuum system conceptual design
is described in Ref. [4]. In the arc regions of the ring, the
50-mm aperture vacuum chambers utilize TiN-coating to
suppress the secondary electron yield (SEY) of the cham-
bers, and dual antechambers to reduce the number of pho-
toelectrons entering the central region. The rear walls of
the antechambers are angled as well. In the dipoles, the
EC is further suppressed by the use of longitudinal grooves
on the top and bottom surfaces. In the wiggler region,
a 46-mm aperture chamber utilizes clearing electrodes in
the wigglers to suppress growth of the cloud and dual an-
techambers along with custom photon stops to suppress the
generation of photoelectrons. In the straights of the dogleg
ring, the 50-mm aperture round vacuum chamber is TiN-
coated for secondary suppression. Drift regions throughout
the ring will employ solenoid windings to further suppress
cloud buildup near the beam.

PHOTON TRANSPORT MODEL

The distribution of synchrotron radiation photon absorp-
tion sites around the ring can be used to predict the sources
of the photoelectrons which seed the EC. This distribution



Figure 1: Intensity distributions for absorbed photons in
one arc of the damping ring, averaged over three types of
magnetic environments. The average over the quadrupole
regions is shown in red. The average over the field-free
regions is shown in blue and the average over the dipole
regions is shown in black. The angle is defined to be zero
where the vacuum chamber intersects the bend plane on the
outside of the ring. The angleπ/2 corresponds to the top
of the vacuum chamber.

has been computed for the DTC03 lattice using a newly
developed photon-tracking simulation code, Synrad3D [5].
This code computes the synchrotron radiation photons per
electron generated by a beam circulating in the magnetic
lattice, and simulates the propagation in three dimensions,
of the photons as they scatter off, or are absorbed by, the
vacuum chamber. The design vacuum chamber geometry,
including details such as antechambers and photon stops, is
used in the calculation. Both specular and diffuse photon
scattering are included in the simulation. For the scatter-
ing calculation, the surface material is approximated as alu-
minum with a thin carbon coating, and the surface parame-
ters are representative of a typical technical vacuum cham-
ber, namely rms rougness 100 nm and correlation length
5000 nm.

Figure 1 shows the photon intensity distributions for
magnetic elements in one of the arcs of the damping ring.
The low photon rates at zero andπ radians are due to the
antechambers. The top-bottom asymmetry is due to a non-
vertical slope introduced in the antechamber back walls to
inhibit scattering out of the antechamber.

EC BUILDUP IN THE ARC DIPOLES

Using the code POSINST, we have simulated the EC
buildup in the arc dipoles under the following assumptions:
1) the most relevant SEY model parameters are those ob-
tained from fits to the data obtained from Cornell Electron
Storage Ring Test Accelerator (CESRTA) project’s mea-
surements for a TiN surface, 2) the distribution of photons
striking the chamber surface at the location of the dipole
magnet has been obtained from Synrad3d calculations, and
3) the quantum efficiency is 0.05, independent of photon
energy and incident angle.

The SEY model corresponding to the above-mentioned
fits yields a peak SEY value of 0.94 at an incident electron
energy of 296 eV. In addition to this, we have carried out
the simulation in which the SEY is set to 0 (meaning that
any electron hitting the chamber walls gets absorbed with
unit probability) in order to isolate the contribution to the
EC densityNe from photoemission.

A similar simulation for the earlier DSB3 lattice [6]
was made under somewhat different assumptions regard-
ing photoemission and secondary emission. Specifically,
the quantum efficiency was assumed to be 0.1, the incident
photon distribution was assumed to be a simple superpo-
sition of a flat background plus a Gaussian at the photon
impact point, and the SEY model was obtained from older
fits to other samples and re-scaled so that the peak SEY was
assumed to be 1.0. We recently repeated this simulation for
DSB3 under the assumption that the quantum efficiency is
0.05, without changing any other parameters. The results
for the DTC03 lattice and the new results for the DSB3
lattice are summarized in Table 1. Cloud densities aver-
aged over the full vacuum chamber as well as those aver-
aged over a20σx × 20σy elliptical cross-sectional area are
shown. These modeling statistical uncertainties are at the
level of less than 30%.

To summarize: 1) The cloud densityNe in an arc dipole
for DTC03 is roughly twice that for DSB3, 2) This factor
of about two is a direct consequence of the doubling of the
photoemission rate for DTC03 relative to DSB3, 3) The
factor of two is present whether the peak SEY is 0 or 0.94,
4) The results for peak SEY=0 (no secondary electrons)
amount to a lower limit onNe, 5) However, one must keep
in mind that this lower limit is directly proportional to the
quantum efficiency, assumed here to be 0.05, 6) For peak
SEY=0.94,Ne is a factor of 2 or 3 greater than that for
SEY=0, both for DSB3 and DTC03, 7) These results for
peak SEY=0.94 represent an upper limit for those expected
for a grooved surface, 8) The20σ Ne is somewhat smaller
than the above-quoted overall averageNe, 9) Ditto for the
20σ Ne prior to bunch passage.

EC BUILDUP IN THE QUADRUPOLES,
SEXTUPOLES AND FIELD-FREE

REGIONS

The EC buildup modeling code ECLOUD served to cal-
culate estimates of the cloud densities in the quadrupoles
and sextupoles in the arc and wiggler regions and in the
field-free regions of the wiggler sections for the DTC03
lattice. The photon transport modeling code Synrad3d
provided azimuthal photon absorption distributions aver-
age over each of these regions. The POSINST photo-
electron production and SEY model parameters were also
used in ECLOUD. Representative field strengths of 10 T/m
(70 T/m2 )were used for the quadrupoles (sextupoles).
Trapping effects were evident in the beam-pipe-averaged
cloud densities, which had not yet reached equilibrium dur-
ing the eight trains simulated, but since the trapping does



Table 1: POSINST modeling results for EC densitiesNe (1011 m−3) in the dipole regions of the DTC03 and DSB3 lattices
DSB3 DTC03

SEY=0 SEY=1.0 SEY=0 SEY=0.94
Cloud density at the end of a 34-bunch train∼ 0.2 ∼ 0.4 ∼ 0.5 ∼ 1.2
Peak 20-σ density during train ∼ 0.1 ∼ 0.2 ∼ 0.2 ∼ 0.5
20-σ density prior to bunch passage ∼ 0.1 ∼ 0.2 ∼ 0.2 ∼ 0.4

Table 2: POSINST and ECLOUD modeling results for the 20σ density estimatesNe (1011 m−3) just prior to each bunch
passage in the DTC03 lattice design

Field-free Dipole Quadrupole Sextupole
Length (m) Ne Length (m) Ne Length (m) Ne Length (m) Ne

Arc region 1 406 2.5 229 0.4 146 1.5 90 1.4
Arc region 2 365 2.5 225 0.4 143 1.7 90 1.3
Wiggler region 91 40 0 18 12 0

not occur in the beam region, the 20σ densities prior to the
passage of each bunch were stable after just a couple of
trains. Table 2 shows the 20σ density estimates obtained
assuming a peak SEY value of 0.94. The POSINST results
for the arc dipoles are included in this table. The integrated
ring lengths for the magnetic environment types are also
shown.

The simulations for the field-free regions were repeated
imposing a solenoidal magnetic field of 40 G, as is fore-
seen in the mitigation recommendations determined during
the ECLOUD10 workshop [3]. Such a field was shown to
reduce the cloud buildup in the beam region to negligible
levels.

EC BUILDUP IN THE WIGGLERS

The EC build-up in the wiggler is simulated using the
CLOUDLAND code. The ring length occupied by wig-
glers is 118 m. The simulation assumes a peak SEY of 1.2
for the copper surface of a wiggler chamber. The energy at
the peak SEY is 250 eV. The photon flux used in the sim-
ulation is 0.198 photon/m/positron and a uniform azimuth
distribution is assumed. A quantum efficiency of 0.1 and
a beam sizeσx/σy = 80µ/5.5µ was used in the simulation.
The peak wiggler field is 2.1 T. The beam chamber of the
wiggler section includes an antechamber with 1 cm verti-
cal aperture. A round chamber with diameter of 46 mm is
used, which is a good approximation since most electrons
accumulate near the horizontal center due to multipacting.
The CLOUDLAND calculation shows that a beam with
bunch population of2 × 1010 and bunch spacing of 6 ns
can excite strong multiplication near the horizontal center.
The peak electron density seen by the last bunch along the
bunch train is about1.2 × 1013 m−3 The wiggler vacuum
design foresees the inclusion of clearing electrodes. The
curved electrode with width of 20 mm is located on the
bottom of the chamber. The same SEY parameters as the
chamber surface are assumed for the electrode. The actual
electrode design has thermal spray tungsten and Alumina
insulator. It was found that a positive electrode bias is ex-

tremely effective at suppressing multipacting. A positive
voltage of a few hundred volts suffices. Interestingly, the
suppression effect is not necessarily a monotonic function
of the clearing voltage. The complication of the dynamics
of electrons due to the clearing field, beam field and space-
charge field results in this non-monotonic dependence. A
weak positive voltage makes a very low electron density
area with the same horizontal width as the electrode. The
suppression of the cloud is effective only over the horizon-
tal region covered by the electrode.

FUTURE WORK

The modeling work on EC buildup described above pro-
vides estimates of the cloud density in the region of the
beam at the time of a bunch passage. The estimates are en-
couraging, placing an upper limit on the ring-averaged den-
sity of about4 × 1010 m−3, about a factor of three lower
than assumed in earlier instability simulations. The addi-
tional suppression provided by the grooved surfaces rec-
ommended for the arc dipole regions remains to be calcu-
lated for the DTC03 lattice [7, 8]. Based on these results,
the simulation code CMAD [9] will be used to estimate in-
stabilities arising due to the effect of the cloud on the beam
bunches.
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